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Abstract: An analysis of the back flow of unsteady MHD boundary layer flow of an incompressible viscous electrically conducting fluid between two horizontal parallel non conducting plates past porous medium where upper permeable
exponential suction plate is allowed to move constant velocity in its own plate and the lower surface is a stretching
sheet is presented in the presence of transverse magnetic field and the effect of Hall current. The velocity is assumed
to have specific appearance of exponential function. The governing system of partial differential equations is transformed into a system of ordinary differential equation using similarity transformation and then solved numerically
using the perturbation technique along with the method of ordinary differential equations. The effect of various pertinent physical parameters on the velocity, shear stress are illustrated in pictorial and discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction
There has been a renewed interest in studying magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow due to the effect of magnetic
field on the boundary layer flow control, this type of flow attracted the interest of many engineering and technical
problems, such as MHD generators, nuclear reactors, plasma studies and geothermal energy extractions. Substantial
work has been reported on the suitable boundary conditions with MHD flow such as Helliwell and Mosa [1], Elsayed
and Fathalah [2] , Malathy and Srinivas [3] , Nikodijevic [4].
Permeability is a property of the porous medium that measures the capacity and ability of the formation to
transmit fluids. Flows of fluids through porous media are of principal interest in determining the flow characteristics
of hydrocarbons in oil and gases reservoirs, and of ground water in aquifers. Moreover, such flows have attracted
the attention of number of scholars and researchers due to its application in many areas of science, technology such
as filtration, mechanics (acoustics, soil mechanics, rock and geo mechanics), engineering (petroleum engineering,
bio), geosciences (hydrogeology, petroleum geology), and material science to study of underground water resources,
seepage of water river beds, in chemical engineering for filtration and processes. Raptis et al. [5, 6] studied the unsteady flow through highly porous medium by an infinite porous media. Many relevant studies have been reported in
different configuration and boundaries. Abel [7], Varshney [8], Chaudhary and Sharma [9] and Makinde and Osalusi
[10].
The flow analysis of viscous flow over a stretching sheet through porous medium is one of the thrust areas of
current research and find its applications over a broad spectrum of science and industrial disciplines, for example,
in metallurgical processes, annealing and tinning of copper wires, glass blowing, polymer extrusion process involves
cooling of molten liquid being stretched into a cooling system, manufacturing of plastic and rubber sheets, crystal
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growing, rolling and manufacturing of plastic films and artificial fibers, paper production, materials manufactured
by extrusion process and heat treated materials, fiber industries and many more. The final product with the desired
characteristics strictly depends upon the stretching rate and the process of stretching. Boundary layer behavior over
a moving continuous surface has been studied by many researchers and scholars, namely, Tsou et al. [11] reported
both analytical and experimental result for the flow and heat transfer aspects arising in stretching sheet problem.
Crane [12] investigated the flow caused by the stretching of a sheet.Gupta and Gupta [13] have investigated heat and
mass transfer in hydro magnetic flow over an isothermal stretching surface with suction/blowing effects. Chen and
Char [14] have extended the works of Gupta and Gupta to that of non-isothermal stretching sheet. Chaun [15] studied
the coupled stretching flow through a channel bounded by a naturally permeable bed. Takkar [16] have studied the
unsteady flow over a stretching surface with a magnetic field in a rotating fluid. Kumari et al.[17] gave the analytical
solution of the boundary layer equations over a stretching sheet with mass transfer using series method. Bhardwaj [18]
discussed the flow of a fluid due of a plane stretching of sheet in porous medium. Lodtha and Tak [19] investigated the
heat transfer flow with viscous dissipation in uniform magnetic field over a stretching sheet. Khan [20] worked on heat
transfer in a visco-elastic fluid flow over a stretching surface with heat source /sink, suction/blowing and radiation.
Ishak et al.[21] studied the heat transfer associated with unsteady stretching permeable surface with prescribed wall
temperature. Sharidan et al.[22] analyzed unsteady boundary layer flow and heat transfer due to a stretching sheet
with similarity analysis. Abel et al. [23] addressed heat transfer in MHD viscoelastic fluid flow with variable thermal
conductivity, non-uniform heat source and radiation over a stretching sheet using two different type of boundaries
PST and PHF. Sharma and Singh [24] analyzed the effect of variable thermal conductivity and heat source/sink on
MHD flow on a linearly stretching sheet near stagnation point. Pal [25] showed the combined effect thermal radiation
and non-uniform heat source/sink of heat transfer over a unsteady boundary layer flow stretching permeable vertical
surface. Chamka and Aly [26] Heat and mass transfer in stagnation point flow of a polar fluid towards a stretching
surface in porous media in the presence of Soret, Dufour and chemical reaction effects.
Problem of flow through a porous medium over a stretching surface is considered by Cortell [27] Chauhan and
Agrawal [28] Chauhan and Rastogi [29] Abel et al. [30] studied heat transfer in MHD slip flow of second grade fluid
through a porous medium past a stretching sheet with non- uniform heat source. Barik [31] reported the heat and
mass transfer and viscous dissipation on MHD flow through porosity over a stretching sheet applying Kumar’s function. Hunegnaw and Krishan [32] discussed the MHD effects on heat transfer over stretching sheet embedded in
porous medium with variable viscosity, viscous dissipation and heat source/sink. Bhuta et al.[33] showed the effect of
non uniform heat source/sink and porosity over a stretching sheet in presence of uniform magnetic field.
Hall current was not considered in all above most of the studies. When the strength of the magnetic field is
strong, one cannot neglect the effects of Hall currents, the Hall effects due to the gyration of the electrons become
important. The current component created by the anisotropic conductivity is known as the Hall current. In the presence of a uniform magnetic field, this effect modifies the Ohm’s law, describing the motion and yields a considerable
change in character of the flow pattern.
Gupta [34] studied the Hall current effects in the steady hydro magnetic flow of an electrically conducting fluid
past an infinite porous plate. Abo-Eldahab et al. [35] and Salem and El-Aziz [36] dealt with the effect of Hall current
on a steady MHD boundary layer flow of an electrically conducing and heat generation/absorption along a stretching
sheet. El-Aziz [37] showed the effect of Hall current on the flow and heat transfer over an unsteady stretching surface.
Shateyi, et al.[38] investigated the variable viscosity on Magneto hydrodynamic fluid flow and heat transfer over an
unsteady stretching surface with Hall effect. Raju et al. [39] discussed the Hall Current effects on unsteady magnetohydrodynamics back flow analysis over stretching sheet taking in account oscillating porous upper parallel plate with
constant suction.

2. Mathematical formulation
In this mathematical model, we consider the unsteady flow of viscous incompressible electrically conducting
fluid whose chemical proprieties are assumed to be constant with negligible buoyancy force in the system, through a
porous medium between two non conducting infinite parallel horizontal permeable plate boundaries in the presence
of uniform magnetic field normal to the plates. Both of the horizontal plates are distance h apart. The upper plate
allows starting moving with a constant velocity u0 in its own plane whereas lower surface is a stretching sheet in the
direction of flow. The fluid motion is caused by stretching of the sheet and variable exponential suction at the upper
porous plate. The stretching velocity of the sheet is assumed to be a linear function of distance along the channel.
It is assumed that the lower plate is stretched by introducing two equal and opposite forces along the x axis, so that
the position of origin remains unchanged. The z axis is taken normal to the x axis and the y axis is taken normal to
x-z plane lying in the plane of the lower plate. The plate at z = h is set to start in its own plane with velocity u0. Since
the plates are infinite in extent, all the physical quantities except the pressure depend only on z and t ∗ . The velocity
components u, V are in the x, z directions respectively. In this model, no polarized voltage (E=0) is exist and the
electromagnetic force induced is very small in comparison with applied magnetic field. In view of above assumption,
the continuity and the momentum equation in parallel horizontal plates are:
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Equation of continuity:
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Where m (=ωe τe ) is the Hall parameter, ρis the density of the fluid,v is the kinematics viscosity, The initial and boundary conditions as suggested by the physics of the problem are: u = c x,V = 0 at z =0 and
u = u 0 ,V = V0 (1 + εe −nt ) at z=h

(4)

The following non-dimensional quantities are introduced:
2

y

h
η = h , t ∗ = ct , n ∗ = nc, R e = ch2
v , K p = K p∗ is the permeability parameter,
p
M2
M = B 0 h σ/µis the magnetic parameter andM 12 = 1+m
2

(5)

Such that equation of continuity admits the self similar solution:
u = c x f 1 (η, t ) andV = −ch f (η, t )

(6)

By substituting the non-dimensional parameter (5) in Eqs. (2) and (3), the non-dimensional forms of the governing
equations are:
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Here, M 22 = M 12 + K p
Differentiate equation (8) with respect to x:
∂2 p
=0
∂x∂η

(9)

Now, from Eqs. (7) and (9), we get:
f 111 + R e f 11 f − R e f 12 − M 22 f 1 − R e

∂f 1
= c(t )
∂t

(10)

The corresponding boundary condition in non-dimensional are:
f 1 = 0, f = 0 at η = 0

f1=

u0
= α and f = − β (1+ε e −nt ) at η = 1
cx

Where,
u0
V0
= α and β =
cx
ch

(11)
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2.1. Method of solution
The set of partial differential equations (10) cannot be solved in closed form. So it is solved analytically after
these equations are reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations in dimensionless form.
We assume that
R(η, t ) = R 0 (η) + εR 1 (η)e −nt + O(ε2 )

(12)

Where R stands for f and c and taking ε << 1 (small).
Substituting (12) into (10) and comparing the likewise term, we obtain the following non-linear differential
equations:
f 0 111 + R e f 0 11 f 0 − R e f 0 12 − M 22 f 0 1 = c 0

(13)

f 1 111 + R e ( f 0 11 f 0 + f 0 11 f 1 ) − 2R e f 0 1 f 1 1 − M 22 f 1 1 + nR e f 1 1 = c 1

(14)

Transform boundaries are:
f 01 = 1, f 1 1 = 0, f 0 = 0, f 1 = 0 at η = 0 , f 0 1 = α f 1 1 = 0, f 0 = −β, f 1 = −βη = 1

(15)

Taking Reynolds number as small, a regular perturbation method can be applied as:
R i (η, t ) = R i 0 (η) + R e R i 1 (η)e −nt + O(R e 2 ), taking R e ¿ 1

(16)

R stands f and c and i = 0 or 1.
Substituting the equation (16) into Eqs. (13) and (14) and equating the likewise power term of Re, we get the
following eqn s.:
Zeroth order equations:
f 00 111 − M 22 f 00 1 = c 00

(17)

f 01 111 + ( f 00 11 f 00 ) − f 00 12 − M 22 f 01 1 = c 01

(18)

With corresponding boundaries are:
1
f 00
= 1, f 01 1 = 0, f 00 = 0, f 01 = 0 at η = 0
1
f 00 = α, f 01 1 = 0, f 00 = −β, f 01 = 0 at η = 1

(19)

First order equations:
f 10 111 − M 22 f 10 1 = c 10

(20)

f 11 111 + ( f 10 11 f 00 ) + ( f 00 11 f 10 ) − 2 f 00 1 f 10 1 − M 22 f 11 1 + n f 10 1 = c 11

(21)

With corresponding boundaries are:
1
f 10
= 1, f 11 1 = 0, f 10 = 0, f 11 = 0 at η = 0,
1
f 10 = 0, f 11 1 = 0, f 10 = −β, f 11 = 0, at η = 1

(22)

Solutions of problem are given by:
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η c 00
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The expression for the velocity profile is obtained by:
¡
¢
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
f η, t = f 00 η + R e f 01 η + ε e −nt ( f 10 η + R e f 11 η )
The constants are left for the sake of brevity.
The Shear stress or skin-friction at the at the stretching sheet can be found from velocity field such as:
µ ¶
µ ¶
∂u
∂V
τx0 = µ
+µ
∂η η=0
∂η η=0
τx0 = x f 11 (0)

(24)

(26)
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Table 1. For Re = 0.1, ε = 0.1

m

M

Kp

α

β

t

τxo (η = 0)

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

-6.8170

0.5

1

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

-6.8489

2

1

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

-8.9246

0.2

2

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

-7.1122

0.2

3

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.1

-7.7507

0.2

1

0.8

0.2

0.3

0.1

-6.8255

0.2

1

1

0.2

0.3

0.1

-6.8380

0.2

1

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.1

-7.3869

0.2

1

0.5

1

0.3

0.1

-8.3089

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.1

-8.2689

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

1

0.1

-11.9858

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.5

-6.8073

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

0.3

1

-6.7958

3. Result and discussion
To study the effects of Hall currents (m), permeability (Kp), variable suction (β) and the magnetic field (M) on
the velocity field, numerical values of Primary and secondary velocities are shown graphically against η for several
values of Hall parameter m, magnetic field parameter M, Permeability parameter Kp, suction parameter β and α. The
fluid flow along the η direction at the stretching sheet is characterized by –f (η, t) is illustrated by Figs. 1-16 for fixed
values of Re=.01, ε=.01 t=1, n=1.
Fig. 1 shows the variation of secondary velocity –f (η, t) versus normal coordinate η with the variation of α for
fixed values of M=4, m=4, β=3 and Kp=1. It is discernable shown that the back flow decreases with increase of α.
Fig. 2 illustrates the variation of secondary velocity –f (η, t) with variation of suction parameter β for the fix
values of M=4, m=4, α=2 and Kp=1. It is viewed that the magnitude of back flow is reduced with increase of suction
parameter β.
Fig. 3 represents the variation of secondary velocity –f (η, t) with η under the influence of Kp for fixed values
of m=4, M=4, α=2, β=3. It is explicitly shown that magnitude of backflow is enhanced with growing of permeability
parameter Kp. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 does not show the much influence of permeability parameter Kp as the given pertinent
parameter of m=0, M=4, α=.2, β=.3 and m=1, M=4, α=.2, β=.3 respectively. The effect of increasing permeability
parameter is to slightly diminish the back flow at the vicinity of stretching sheet and reverse action finds near the
other moving plate, if Hall effect is taken absent or low. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the fixed values of m=5, M=4, α=.2, β=.3
and m=6, M=4, α=.2, β=.3 respectively. It is evaluated from Figs. 6 and 7 that fluid flow is affected by back flow and is
explained as same consequence as Fig. 3, but it makes a note that intensity of back flow is higher for the high value of
Hall parameter, i.e. m=6.
Fig. 8 portrays the effect of the Hartmann number M on the fluid secondary velocity –f (η, t) against η for the

Fig. 1. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 2. Secondary velocity against distance n
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Fig. 4. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 5. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 6. Secondary velocity against distance n
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fix values of m=0, Kp=1, α=.2, β=.3. It is found that reduction of back flow increases with growing values of Harmann
number (M) in the absence of Hall parameter m=0 near the stretching sheet, but the reverse action is observed near
the moving plate. Fig. 9 shows the opposite consequences as Fig. 8 evaluated for the same parameters except m. we
take high Hall parameter m=6 and the Hartmann parameter M between 0 <M <10 for evaluation for Fig. 9. Again, the
effect of M is studied through Fig. 10, for fixed values of m=6, Kp=1, α =.2 and β=.3. It is observed that the back flow
of the fluid reduces with increases of M (for the high magnetic field M ≥ 10) near the stretching sheet, but the reverse
action is observed near the moving plate with low intensity. Also, It is interesting to note from these figures that the
intensity of back flow is much higher with variation of M, if the Hall parameter is negated.
Fig. 11 indicates the variation of secondary velocity –f (η, t) with η under the influence of the Hall parameter m

Fig. 7. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 8. Secondary velocity against distance n
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Fig. 9. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 10. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 11. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 12. Secondary velocity against distance n

for the fix values of M=1(small), Kp=1, α =.2 and β=.3.we find that the back flow increases with increasing values of m.
It is noticed that the back flow of the fluid gets enhance with increases in Hall parameter for 0<m<1, but further from
Fig. 12, increment in m in the domain m>1, reversal phenomenon occurs for evaluation of back flow as compare to
Fig. 11.
In Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 the variation of –f (η, t) with m is showed for higher value of Hartmann number M=5 and
M=10 respectively for the fix values of Kp=1, α =.2 and β=.3. It is noticed that the back flow of fluid increases with
increase of m, but the small reverse action if observed near the moving plate.
Fig. 15 showed the same consequences as Fig. 1 for the fix parameter of m=4, Kp=1, M=4 and β= 0. 3. Fig. 16
demonstrated the same consequences as Fig. 2 showed for the fix parameter of m=4, Kp=1, M=4, α =0.2. Further, it is
also observed in Figs. 15 or 16 in comparison with the Figs. 1 or 2 respectively that the intensity of fluid flow increases
with increasing values of α or β.

Fig. 13. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 14. Secondary velocity against distance n
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Fig. 15. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 16. Secondary velocity against distance n

Fig. 17. Primary velocity against distance n

Fig. 18. Primary velocity against distance n
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The stretching effect on the fluid velocity in x- direction characterized by f 1 (η, t ) is shown for figs. (17) to (23)
for the fix parameter Re=.01, t=1,n=1,ε =.01, m=2, M=4, Kp=1, α =1 and β=1.
It is observed from Fig. 17 that along the main stream the velocity is more prominent in the back flow. The
magnitude of the back flow increases with increase of α throughout the width of the channel from the stretching sheet
and the reverse action is observed near the moving plate.
In Fig. 18 variations of f 1 (η, t ) is shown with variation of suction parameter β. It is noticed that the back flow
increases with increase of β .
In Fig. 19, variations of f 1 (η, t ) is shown with the variation of M. It is observed that the primary velocity decreases
with increase of magnetic parameter M near the centre, but reverse action is observed near the stretching sheet and
the moving plate.

Fig. 19. Primary velocity against distance n

Fig. 20. Primary velocity against distance n
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Fig. 21. Primary velocity against distance n

Fig. 22. Primary velocity against distance n

Fig. 23. Primary velocity against distance n

Fig. 24. Primary velocity against distance n

In Fig. 20, variations of f 1 (η, t ) is shown with variation of Hall parameter m taking small value of M=2. It is
noticed that primary velocity slightly decreases with increase of magnetic parameter m near the centre, but reverse
action is observed near the plates.
Fig. 21 displays the effect of primary velocity f 1 (η, t ) against distance η with the variation of Hall parameter
taking a higher value of Hartmann number M=10. It is explicitly shown that primary velocity is affected by back flow
and intensity of back flow is high for large value of magnetic field. The consequence of Fig. 21 is as same as Fig. 20
assessed.
Figs. 22 and 23 show the effect of permeability parameter Kp on the primary velocity f 1 (η, t ) for the large and
the small Hartmann number M= 10 and M= 2 respectively. Both of the figures are evaluated that the growing value of

Fig. 25. Secondary velocity against distance n
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permeability parameter Kp increases moderately the primary velocity f 1 (η, t ) with very low flow variations.
Figs. 24 and 25 show the small interval of time how primary and secondary flow velocities changes for the fix
values of Re=.1, ε=.1, M=4, m=4, Kp=1, α= 1, β=1 and n=1 for primary flow and Re=.1, ε=.1, M=4, m=2, Kp=1, α= .2,
β=.3 and n=1 for secondary flow. At steady state condition, primary velocity is evident for in maximum back flow,
but reversal phenomenon occurs in case of secondary velocity. As time increases, the back flow of primary velocity
decreases gradually and very slightly but back flow in secondary velocity appears in raise as time increases.
It is observed from Table-1 that the skin friction coefficient increases with increasing values of only time t
whereas increasing value of Harmann number M, suction parameter β and the parameter α, permeability parameter Kp and Hall parameter m is to decrease the skin friction coefficient at the stretching sheet. Here the negative
value of skin friction means the solid surface exerts a drag force on the fluid.

4. Conclusions
To study the back flow analysis of Hall currents (m), permeability (Kp), variable suction (β) and the magnetic
field (M) on unsteady MHD flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between two horizontal parallel non conducting
plates is considered. The upper plate is porous plate and lower one is stretching sheet. The fluid motion is caused by
stretching of the sheet and the exponential suction at the upper plate which is moving with constant velocity u0 in its
own plane. The applied magnetic field is high in comparison to induced magnetic field and the stretching velocity of
the sheet is considered to be a linear function of distance along the channel.
The following results are concluded:
• The fluid flow along the η direction at the stretching sheet is characterized by –f (η, t) is affected by back flow,
the magnitude of the back flow is reduced with the increase of Hartmann number M or suction β or the α or the
Kp (for high Hall parameter) and the reversal phenomenon occurs for Kp and M taking low hall parameter.
• The magnitude of back flow is increased with the increase of Hall parameter in the range of 0≤m≤1 for the
smallest value of M whereas opposite result is shown in domain of m>1. Again, for higher value of Hartmann
number, the back flow of fluid increases with increase of m, but reverse action is observed near the moving plate.
¡
¢
• The stretching effect on the flow field in x- direction characterized by f 1 η, t .The fluid velocity is more prominent in the back flow which increases throughout the channel with the increase of suction parameter β and α,
but reverse action is observed near the moving plate.
• Increasing value of Hall parameter is to decrease the primary flow velocity for both small M=2 and large M=10.
• It is observed that the primary velocity decreases with increase of magnetic parameter M near the center, but
reverse action is observed near the stretching sheet and the moving plate.
• The growing value of permeability parameter Kp decays the primary velocity f 1 (η, t ) with very low flow variations.
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